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Company: Dream Games

Location: Şişli

Category: other-general

Job Description

We are looking for an experienced Concept Artist to join our team. As a Concept Artist, you

will create concept art for characters, environments, and game items. In the studio, you will

work closely with the engineers, game designers, and other artists to create games that

will be played by millions of people all around the world.

At Dream Games, all team members have a genuine chance to contribute to the final product

and have an impact on the company. If you want to be a team member of a fast-growing

company, you might be the person we are looking for!

Responsibilities

Developing visual concepts and ideas for games

Creating character concepts and model sheets

Working on the development of a visual style, design, and overall look of the games

Finding creative art solutions for the production challenges

Contributing to the development of user-oriented design culture

Requirements

Experience in animation or game development focusing on conceptual artwork

In-depth knowledge of visual principles, including form, shape, composition, and design

Strong use of research and reference material that supports idea generation
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Deep understanding of human and creature anatomy

Appreciation and understanding of teamwork

Protecting your privacy and the security of your data is a top priority for Dream Games. We

collect and process your personal data as confidential as part of the recruitment process.

Please read our and to know more details.
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